Haunted Rock?: Publication launch and presentation

When: Saturday 9th May 2015, 2-4pm
Where: Newham Mechanics Institute, 1292 Rochford Road, Newham 3442

Amy Spiers is a Melbourne-based artist. Throughout 2015, she is undertaking research at Hanging Rock with the aim of developing a series of public and participatory artworks about the site.

Recently Amy has been working with the Macedon Ranges Writers’ Group to explore through creative writing the meanings and myths people attribute to the Rock. In addition, the artist has been conducting short interviews with people on video about their associations and connections with the site.

Both activities are aimed at creating a “collective portrait” of Hanging Rock that reflects on the bearing this significant landscape has in our cultural imaginary.

Please join Amy Spiers and the Macedon Ranges Writers’ Group on 9th May as we launch a small publication featuring our explorations of Hanging Rock. Amy will also offer a short presentation of her research and screen some of the video interviews.

All welcome. Refreshments will be provided.
RSVP via email: amyspiers@gmail.com

This project is supported by the Macedon Ranges Shire Council Arts & Culture and Punctum Live Arts Organisation. It is a Regional Training & Engagement project of the Faculty of VCA & MCM, funded by the State Government through Arts Victoria and delivered in partnership with Regional Arts Victoria.